Nassau, 16 January 2019
New colour editions from Soehnle bring trendy and fresh colour to the kitchen and bathroom

Stylish colour designs provide fashionable accents for scales
Soehnle's new Colour Editions now bring colour to bathrooms and kitchens: The trendy
designs of the Style Sense Compact 200 digital personal scale and the Page Compact 300
kitchen scale guarantee fashionable colour accents with style. The space-saving and ultraslim Style Sense Compact 200, in bright pink, lush green and elegant grey, adds beautiful
splashes of colour to small bathrooms. The Page Compact 300 with practical weighing
function and patented sensor touch technology provides a trendy pastel look in the kitchen.
All Colour Editions are now available in stores. Further information can be found at
www.soehnle.de.
On the trail of trends: With the new colour editions "Think Pink", a radiant pink, "Ocean Green", a
blue-green, and "Stone Grey", a modern shade of grey, the Style Sense Compact 200 digital
personal scale - with its usual high quality from Soehnle - has become a colourful accessory in the
bathroom. The particularly small and space-saving personal scale impresses with a puristic and
extra-slim design, has an easy-to-read LCD display and an automatic switch-on and switch-off
function, without the need for prior tapping. Its anti-slip feet ensure a secure footing and the firmly
screwable battery compartment makes it particularly child-resistant. With up to 180 kg, the Style
Sense Compact 200 is extremely stable and precise in its weight display. Soehnle's Colour Edition
enriches the current black, white and silver range with three ultra-modern and trend-conscious colour
variants that turn the scales from bathroom gadget to design element.
While in the coming season the bathroom is set to become a little more flashy, discreet pastel
shades in blue, pink and mint are the trend in kitchen furnishings: The fresh designs "Pale Blue"
"Delicate Rosé" and "Mint To Be" of the digital kitchen scale Page Compact 300 are elegant eyecatchers in the young kitchen. With a compact, extra-slim and elegant design, it brings a daily
practical addition into the kitchen. The easy-to-read LCD display shows up to 5 kg in precise 1-g
increments and the tare weighing function makes measuring any number of ingredients incredibly
easy. The patented Touch sensor not only guarantees convenient use - by gently touching the
control panel, but also efficient cleaning of the weighing surface. The scale automatically switches
itself off after use, thanks to its energy-saving automatic switch-off function. Even in small kitchens
there is always room for the Page Compact 300: Whether in the kitchen cupboard or hung on the
wall - with a depth of 20 cm and a width of 15 cm,

it is particularly space-saving and yet becomes a pastel eye-catcher in every kitchen. The state-ofthe-art colour editions of the Page Compact 300 and Style Sense Compact 200 combine trendy
colour looks with innovative technology.
About Soehnle:
Since its foundation by Swabian businessman Wilhelm Soehnle in 1868, the Soehnle brand has
placed value on ease of operation, innovative technology, first-class quality and outstanding design.
Today, Soehnle is among the world’s leading providers for bathroom and kitchen scales and stands
for precise measurement, weighing and analysis. With entry into new product categories in 2017,
such as blood pressure gauges, fitness trackers and air treatment, as well as the Connect App,
Soehnle offers additional solutions to stay fit and consciously live more healthily.
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